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Scene 2:   At School Bus Stop 

(LIZ unfreezes and moves back to center stage where she joins 
HARI and TOVI, with LIZ placing herself between them. TOVI and 
HARI are debating; LIZ, conflicted, looks back and forth from 
TOVI to HARI as each speaks.)

TOVI:  (To LIZ.) I’ve been waiting for this moment for a long time! 
Congratulations on being ready now to deal with life’s real issues!

HARI:  (To LIZ.) That Tovi is such an airhead! (Directed to the 
congregation.) I bet Tovi spends all of (his/her) time eating 
Airhead candy, right?! Well, it’s affecting (his/her) brain!

TOVI:  Don’t listen to Hari, Liz! (S)he won’t admit there’s a lot more to life 
than just living for the here and now and not believing in anything 
else.

HARI:  Tovi is so wrong. What more is there to life than the here and 
now?! Enjoy it to the max, and forget the rest. Excess is best!

TOVI:  Yeah, Hari’s very knowledgeable about excess…

HARI:  It’s just an expression, for goodness sakes!

TOVI:  (To LIZ.) So now Hari’s talking about goodness! That’s a switch!

HARI:  Don’t let Tovi confuse you. Life’s over soon enough, and that’s all 
there is. Don’t let those weird dudes at church tell you anything 
different! You can see for yourself that they’re wrong.

LIZ:  (Putting her hands over her ears.) I’m so mixed up!

HARI:  Come on, let’s put this out of our head for a while and do 
something fun and a little on the wild side (Winking at LIZ.),   
if you get what I mean! (LIZ, TOVI and HARI exit stage together 
to either wing. HARI has an arm around LIZ guiding her off; TOVI, 
looking a little dejected, trails behind.)

nARRATOR 3:  It sure looks like Hari won that round…
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nARRATOR 4:  Let’s wait and see. It’s now the next day, and Liz is at school.  By 
the way, when Hari and Tovi talk to Liz, all of the other people will 
freeze because what Harry and Tovi are saying to her is simply 
what’s going on inside Liz’s own mind. 

Scene 3:   In a School Hallway

 (Center stage now becomes a school hallway, and LIZ and HARI 
enter it, from the side on which they just exited, with TOVI still 
trailing behind. LIZ moves in the direction of a group of students 
(STUDENTS 1 through 6—the IN-STUDENTS) who have also just 
entered the stage but from the other wing from LIZ’s entry point 
and are now huddled, conferring together. LIZ shows that she 
obviously knows who they are. OTHER STUDENTS move through 
the hallway about their business.)

STUDenT 1:  Oh, Liz, good to see you. How’ve you been? (Not waiting for an 
answer from LIZ, but continuing.) Oh well, anyway, like whatever, 
here’s what we’ve been planning, and we need your help. You are 
going to help us, right? (STUDENT 1 points to the other   
IN-STUDENTS; LIZ looks puzzled but is listening intently.)

 (STUDENT 1 and all of the other STUDENTS freeze in place.)

HARI:  (To LIZ.) This is the opportunity you’ve been waiting so long for: to 
get with the “in” group. What a chance! Everyone in school who’s 
not already in it would give anything to be in this group. Of course 
you’ll do whatever they want you to!

TOVI:  Watch out, Liz. Don’t be lured away by Hari from what you were 
talking with Joe just yesterday about exploring more. 

HARI:  Wait!!! Let’s just hear what they have to say! Keep an open 
mind… Remember the opportunity! For sure they won’t offer 
another one if you don’t take this one. (ALL STUDENTS  
unfreeze and begin talking.)

STUDenT 2:  So here’s what we all (Looking around the group.) want you   
to do.
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STUDenT 3:  It’s about the new kid Lawrence —the nerd, you know?!     
 (LIZ nods her head affirmatively.)

STUDenT 4:  He must’ve been in an advanced math class at the school  
where he was before ‘cause he knows all the stuff in our math 
class, like, cold. You’ve seen that haven’t you? (LIZ nods her head 
again.)

STUDenT 5:  Well, we want to get some help from him in math class for all of 
us, but it won’t work if we ask him. He’s, like, suspicious of us for 
some reason. But we think he likes you, and so you’d be perfect to 
do this. 

LIZ:  (Hesitates and looks uncertain.) Do what exactly?

STUDenT 3:  We need him just to share his homework answers with you, so 
then you can share them with us. It will save us all a lot of time… 

STUDenT 6:  And our teacher will never know, as long as Lawrence keeps  his 
trap shut. That homework’s all, like, a big waste of time anyway!

STUDenT 2:  You’ll be our friends for life if you do!

HARI:  (To LIZ.) That’s it! You’re in for life with them if you do just this one 
thing! Wow!!! This is a no brainer! (TOVI looks on, appalled.)

TOVI:  (To the congregation.) Everything’s a no-brainer for Hari…

LIZ:  (To the IN-STUDENTS.) Let me think about it.

STUDenT 1:  Just do it! … Friends for life!

STUDenT 5: We’ll all be, like, waiting to hear from you, friend! 
 (All the IN-STUDENTS gather in a circle, touch hands in 

a collective group sign and then quickly break up as all 
STUDENTS and LIZ move on to classes, exiting in both directions 
down the hallway to the stage wings.)

nARRATOR 3:  What do you think Liz will do, and how will Lawrence respond?

nARRATOR 4:  Here we are in their math class now (Pointing to stage.)   
Let’s watch and see!
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Scene 4:   In Math class

 (LIZ re-enters the stage which is now turned into a math class 
using folding metal chairs brought on stage by a group of 
STUDENTS and LAWRENCE, each of whom has carried on stage 
his or her own chair except for LAWRENCE who has brought on 
two chairs and sets one up next to his own. Each STUDENT and 
LAWRENCE sits on the chair that he or she has carried in and 
consults a math book that each has also brought in. LIZ, also 
carrying a math book, goes over to sit next to LAWRENCE on the 
only empty chair.)

LAWRence:  Oh, hi Liz! How are things going?

LIZ:  Okay, I guess…except for the homework. It’s really tough. 

LAWRence:  I know, but I’ve had all this before at my old school. I can always 
give you a hand with the concepts if you like. I think I can explain 
them pretty well now.

LIZ:  Would you? Thanks a lot!

LAWRence:  When would you like to get together?

LIZ:  Do you want to come over to my house tonight?

LAWRence:  Sure!

LIZ:  Okay. Why don’t you come over around 7, after we have had 
dinner.

LAWRence:  Sure! See you tonight! (LIZ and LAWRENCE turn to their  
math books, each smiling to himself/herself.)

nARRATOR 3:  So Liz is really setting things up for the students’ plan to work. Hari 
should be very proud of her! (STUDENTS all exit stage in one 
direction, with most carrying their chairs and books with them. 
Two STUDENTS, though, leave their chairs on stage for use by 
other actors in later scenes. LIZ and LAWRENCE exit at the same 
time in the other direction, also leaving their chairs behind but 
taking their books with them.)
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nARRATOR 4: Let’s not rush to judgment. Let’s look in on Liz and Lawrence   
at Liz’s home that night. Here’s Liz now. You’ll also begin  
seeing Tovi and Hari since they are always with Liz because   
they are a part of her, just as they are part of all of us. They will be 
talking to Liz, but only Liz and we will hear them. Nobody else on 
stage will hear them because all of this discussion is happening 
within Liz’s mind as the impulses battle each other within her.

Scene 5:   At Liz’s Home

(LIZ returns to the stage with her math book and turns her chair 
so that it is now facing the other chair at an angle so that both of 
those who will be sitting on those two chairs can be seen by the 
congregation. LIZ sits on one of the chairs and begins reading 
in her book. LAWRENCE appears on stage nearby and knocks 
on the nearest piece of wood, simulating a knock on LIZ’s front 
door. LIZ looks up from her book and goes to the “door” near 
LAWRENCE on the stage. LIZ, smiling, greets LAWRENCE and 
then gestures to the two chairs. LAWRENCE goes over and sits 
on one chair, as LIZ sits on the other. HARI and TOVI appear also 
from the wings and stand nearby, watching.)

LIZ:  Thanks a lot for coming, Lawrence!

LAWRence:  Sure thing, Liz! I’m glad to be able to help you out. So tell me  
what concepts you’re having the most trouble with…   
(LIZ turns to a page in her book and shows it to LAWRENCE 
as LAWRENCE freezes in place. HARI and TOVI walk over and 
stand on either side of LIZ. LIZ, still holding the book, looks at 
whichever of them is talking while LAWRENCE remains frozen  
in place.)

HARI:  (To LIZ.) Okay, Liz. Things are working out perfectly. Now’s your 
moment. All you have to do is ask. He’s yours for the taking.

TOVI:  (To LIZ.) Don’t listen to her! Even if he agreed, you would be using 
Lawrence for a wrong purpose, and that simply isn’t right.
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HARI:  Wrong purpose smurpose! This homework is just meaningless 
busy-work that wastes your time. “Two trains, one leaving from 
Chicago and the other from Denver, approach each other at 
50 m.p.h. When will they meet?” Who cares!!! Ask him for the 
answers! This is your ticket to freedom!

TOVI:  This is your ticket to a wrecked relationship with Lawrence and an 
evil relationship with those other students. Don’t ask Lawrence for 
the answers!

HARI:  Wrong! This is your ticket to popularity with the “in” group.  
You’ll never get this chance again.

LIZ:  (Looking very frustrated.) I can’t handle this!

nARRATOR 3:  How come we don’t get to hear what happens next?
 (LAWRENCE unfreezes and he and LIZ hunch over her math 

textbook, mouthing words to each other that the congregation 
can’t hear. HARI and TOVI hover in the background, watching, 
looking very intent. Then LIZ and LAWRENCE close up the book 
and LAWRENCE exits also, saying a very cordial goodbye to Liz 
as he does so. Shortly thereafter, LIZ closes her book and exits 
in the opposite direction with HARI and TOVI exiting also right 
behind her as they continue to argue with each other, but only 
mouthing their words so that the congregation hears nothing.)

nARRATOR 4:  It will all become clear soon enough. Let’s watch what  happens 
back at school the next day.

Scene 6:   In School Hallway the next Day 

 (LIZ enters from the same wing that she just exited; the   
IN-STUDENTS follow and approach LIZ in the hall forming a  
tight and threatening semi-circle around her. The semicircle  
faces out to the congregation.)

STUDenT 1:  We overheard you and Lawrence making plans before class 
yesterday for a get-together last night. How romantic!

STUDenT 2:  (Eagerly.) So what happened? 


